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SUMMARY 
This paper deals with the use of the synthetic model of thermalization 
proposed by Cadilhac for the evaluation of neutron spectra in homogeneous 
and heterogeneous systems and more specifically in the unit cell of a uniform 
lattice. 
In homogeneous systems the neutron flux and the slowing-down density 
obey two coupled differential equations describing the conservation and the 
thermalization of neutrons. The neutron flux can be evaluated in different 
ways, for example by transforming this set of equations into two first order 
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equation followed by a straightforward integration. 
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In some cases such energy space separation is no longer possible, for instance 
when the unit cell has several distinct thermalizing regions. Cadilhac's model 
can still be used easily when the number of thermalizing regions is small, but 
the complexity of the computational scheme increases rapidly with the number 
of such regions. 
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A B S T R A C T 
This paper deals with the use of the synthet ic model of thermalization proposed 
by Cadilhac for the evaluation of neutron spectra in homogeneous and heteroge-
neous systems and more s p e c i f i c a l l y i n the unit c e l l o f a uniform l a t t i c e . 
In homogeneous systems the neutron f lux and the slowing-down dens i ty obey two 
coupled d i f f e r e n t i a l equations describing the conservation and the thermaliza-
t i o n of neutrons. The neutron f lux can be evaluated in d i f ferent ways, for exam-
ple by transforming t h i s s e t of equations in to two f i r s t order d i f f e r e n t i a l equa-
t i o n s , or in to a Shrödinger equation or s t i l l in to a Riccati equation followed 
by a straighforward in tegrat ion . 
In heterogeneous systems such as the unit c e l l of a uniform l a t t i c e , the f ine 
structure of the f lux can very often be evaluated a t each energy by monoenergetic 
transport or d i f fus ion theory. Por instance , the method of Amouyal and Benoist 
uses in tegra l transport theory in the fue l region and adjusted d i f f u s i o n theory 
in the moderator. This method can be general ized by the determination of the 
f lux in the fue l element, cladding included, with the help of c o l l i s i o n probabi-
l i t i e s in annular systems ; the use of d i f fus ion theory in the moderator region 
can a l s o be avoided. Once the f ine s tructure has been determined, e f f e c t i v e 
c r o s s - s e c t i o n s can be defined and the treatment of thermalization in these s y s -
tems can be done in exact ly the same way as in homogeneous systems. 
In some cases such energy space separation i s no longer pos s ib l e , for instance 
whe~ the unit c e l l has severa l d i s t i n c t thermalizing regions. Cadilhac's model 
can s t i l l be used e a s i l y when the number of thermalizing regions i s small , but 
the complexity of the computational scheme Increases rapidly with the number of 
such reg ions . 
­ R E S U M E ­
Ce rapport traite de l'utilisation du modèle synthétique de thermal is at ion pro­
posé par Cadilhac pour la détermination des flux neutroniques dans des systèmes 
homogènes et hétérogènes et plus particulièrement dana la cellule élémentaire 
d'un réseau uniforme. 
Dana des systèmes homogénea, le flux neutronique et la densité de ralentisse­
ment obéissent à deux équations différentielles couplées régissant la conser­
vation et la thermalisation des neutrons respectivement. Le flux neutronique 
peut être calculé de différentes façons, par exemple en transformant le sys­
tème d'équations en deux équations différentielles du premier ordre, ou en une 
équation de Shrödinger, ou encore en une équation de Riccati suivie d'une in­
tégration simple. 
Dans des systèmes hétérogènes, tels que la cellule élémentaire d'un réseau uni­
forme, la structure fine du flux peut souvent être définie à chaque énergie à 
l'aide de la théorie monociné tique du transport ou de la diffusion. La méthode 
d'Amouyal et Benoist, par exemple, repose sur la théorie intégrale du transport 
dans la région combustible et sur la théorie asymptotique de diffusion dans le 
modérateur. Cette méthode peut être généralisée par l'emploi de probabilités 
de collision en géométrie cylindrique pour le calcul du flux dans l'élément 
combustible, gaine comprise ; il est également possible d'éviter le recours λ 
la théorie de diffusion dans le modérateur. Quand la structure fine du flux a 
été calculée, on peut définir des sections efficaces, effectives et poursuivre 
le traitement de la thermal Is at ion dans ces systèmes, exactement de la même fa­
çon que dans les systèmes homogènes. 
Dans certains cas, la séparation des variables énergétique et spatiale n'est 
pas possible, comme par exemple quand la cellule élémentaire contient plusieurs 
régions thermalisantes distinctes. Le modèle de Cadilhac peut encore être d'un 
emploi aisé quand le nombre de régions thermal isantes est faible, mais le schéma 
de calcul augmente rapidement en complexité avec le nombre de ces régions. 
F O R E W O R D 
The work described in t h i s paper was launched by BelgoNucléaire in I963 
as an attempt to define a basic formalism to be applied in the PAKTHER 
code. I t s assessment to graphite l a t t i c e s was part o f commitment from 
DRAGON (contract C 0 K / W I H / 5 7 0 0 6 ) . The appl i ca t ion to U0g - PuOg - HgO 
systems has been performed in the scope of the shared contract Euratom-
C.E.N. - BelgoNucléaire (contract 001-64-1 TRUB). 

1.­
1.­ INTRODUCTION. 
The neutron flux in a heterogeneous system is given as the solution of 
Boltzmann's transport equation : 
ν a t \ - + Π · V + E (r,E) φ (r,E,fl,t) = x(r,E,fl,t) (1) 
where the emission density χ is given by 
(r ,E,n,t) = Γ dfi' Γ dE' Σ ^ Γ , Β ' ­» Ε,μο) » (r ,E ' , f l ' , t ) ] + S(r,E,Q, t ) 
w i t h μ ­ O · Û' 
Σ (τ,Ε) is the total macroscopic cross section at the energy E, 
Σ (r,E' ­♦ Ε,μ ) is the transfer macroscopic cross section from energy E' 
to energy E, from direction β' to direction Ω, 
ê (r,E,fl,t) dE is the flux of neutrons with energies between E and Β + dE 
at point r in the direction fi and at time t, 
S (r,E,fi,t) is the external source density. 
Adequate numerical methods have been proposed by combining the multigroup 
approximation and PB or £>_ transport methods but they lead to excessive run­
ning times for routine calculations. 
In the stationary case, with no external sources, and assuming an isotropic 
emission density, the transport equation can be written in the integral form 
¿ · ­
Γ 
« (7,Ε) = ƒ dV f χ (r",E) . _' _ 2 expf - ƒ E ds \ 1 (1') 
4 π | r - r' | 
r' 
φ (r,E) is the ecalar flux and χ (r,E) the isotropie emission density. 
If the system can be divided in N homogeneous regions where the flux can be con­
sidered as constant, the relation (1') can be replaced by the N relations 
Ν Ρ E 
φ. (E) = Sum — ^ Τ - HAE) j = 1,N (2) 
φ and χ are the volume averaged flux and emission density and Σ, the total 
cross section in zone J. Ρ .(E) is the probability that a neutron uniformly 
and isotropically born in zone J, collides for the first time in zone i : 
• 
P 5 , 1 ( E ) * 
exp ( - / L d s j 
Σ 1 ( Ε ) Γ Γ ? i 
I I .· ΛΧΤ HV 
1 1 .1 ' 
(3) 
where r. denotes a point in zone i and r. a point in zone j. 
The reciprocity relation is an immédiate consequence of this expression and 
reads : 
Τ. Ρ V = Γ Ρ V (4) 
Li ri,j Vi EJ rj,i j K ' 
3·­
Introducing the slowing­down density q(E) defined as the difference between the 
number of neutrons down­scattered froa an energy higher than E to an energy lo­
wer than E and the number of neutrons crossing E in the opposite direction, the 
emission density can be written : 
χ (r,E) = Γ dE' Es(r,E' ­ Ε) φ (r,E') 
= E (r,E) φ (r,E) ♦ * ^ r ' E ) 
s 5 £j 
(5) 
The study of neutron thermalization w i l l es tabl ish a re la t ion between the s lo ­
wing­down density q and the neutron flux φ , wnereas the study of the geometri­
ca l heterogeneity wi l l define the co l l i s ion p robab i l i t i e s . The fundamental 
equations to be solved are : 
ι 
EJ 
· , 
v. 
J 
Ν 
Sum 
i=1 
P i >J *i V i J - 1,H (6) 
4.-
2 . ­ TREATMENT OF THERMA LIZATION. 
2 . 1 . THE CADILHAC'S MODEL. 
Let us consider , in an i n f i n i t e homogeneous system, the function 
^ - - ^ ( - f ä ) dE
MÍE) being the Maxwellian flux at the temperature Τ of the system and Κ 
the Boltzmann constant. 
M(E) ­ ~^~- exp ( ­ ­fj­ ) 
(KT)' 
The flux being Maxwellian in an infinite non absorbing medium, the func­
tion C(E) can be interpreted as the departure, due to the absorptions, of 
the neutron distribution from the equilibrium Maxwellian spectrum. By 
using the principle of detailed balance, q is related to C by an integral 
Hermitian operator. The idea of Cadilhac was to consider the inverse ope­
rator J [1 ] : 
c » ­ I r ( ­ fr fêj ­ ) ­ ' «<B> (τ) 
J is an Hermitian positive definite operator. In the synthetic model pro­
posed by M. Cadilhac one considers that J is a differential second order 
operetor. As it is self­adjoint it is written : 
J(E) = J(E) ■hr("'o - t r ) «■> 
This fera of J is shown to be rigorous in two extreme cases : the mono­
atomic hydrogeneous ,^ as and the heavy free ¿as, and it can represent with 
a very good approximation all usual moderators. 
In t:ie "Generalized Heavy Fre Ges" , mocei oí' Horowitz the operator 
J(E) reduces to : 
J(E) = J(£) (7") 
This is called the primary model. 
In the secondary model, j(E) and k(E) are non zero functions related to 
the scattering lav ~{a,β) of the system. The relation however is not uni­
vocal and J.L. Soulé [ 2 ] has studied the best way to adjust J and k on 
the physical model.In order to take into account the asymptotic behaviour 
of ¡(Ξ) and k(E) tii. high energies, twe new functions are introduced : 
H(E) = ξ E..U) · M(E) . kU) 
G(E) = ξ E_(») · M(E) . EKT . j(E) 
(8) 
For hi¿h values of E, G and H have finite limits , besides, the relation 
between φ and q becomes : 
» w - TFPT Γ G(ö -Ψ- ­ H(E) ■*&*- ] (9) 
This io t h e fundamentei equa t ion of the c l a s s i c a l Greul ing ­ Goer tze l 
model of neu t ron slowing­down in t e e p i t h e r a a l range . I t i nc ludes : 
­ t he cont inuous slowing­down model oí Fermi cor responding to H(E) * 0, 
­ t he model of Seien j u t ­ Goer t ze l Tor the menoa tomic hydrc¡¿eneeub gus 
cor responding to H(£) = 1.0 , G(E) = ι . 0 . 
2 . 2 . ALTERNATIVE FORMS OF THE FLUX EQUATIONS­
The system of equa t ions d e s c r i b i n g the f lux i n an i n f i n i t e homogeneous 
medium : 
­ä­ ­ ^ · (,o) 
!r(­0­J*­­§r(k­£­) °° 
or 
EKT­4?­ + (E ­ KT) φ = -ΓΤ- i - ^ ™ 4 r ( k ­ g ­ ) (11') 
d E X4J .«, v ­ Σ Λ - «„.. dJ¡¡ 
is amenable to a variety of treatments. 
In particular Cadilh­.c has shown [ 3 ] that it can be advantageous to re­
place (11) by an equivalent expression : 
dE ^ M ) = Jo4 ­ qo dE ¡ K^o dE ^  qo y J (12) 
7·­
Ε 
Ι = Γ ­3ΠΓ 
o 
J0(»­J««­T­­fc­(,'­S1­) <13> 
When the absorption of the system is moderate and mostly 1/v, —*— is a 
o 
very slowly varying function and the first term of the RHS of (12) is 
predominant. In this case, one has a very good first approximation by 
ignoring the second term ; equation (12) reduces then to its form with 
the primary model. Moreover the function 
Go(E) = ζ Eg M(E) . EKT . Jo(E) 
behaves generally better than G, especially at low energies ; at high 
energies, however, both functions are equal, q being practically cons­
tant and little is gained by going to (12), particularly when £,(E) pre­
sents strong resonances. 
At high energies (E/KT 5 3) it seems more interesting to define an auxi­
liary variable U(E) by : 
U(E) « Φ (E) f 1 ♦ ­y­^) (1J0 
The system of equations (Ί0) and (11) can then be transformed into 
6.-
£ - « <(3) U^> 
(15) 
dE -§- = J(E) q(E) 
H 2„ -' 
with Σ*(Ε) = Σβ(Ε) ( 1 * - j f - ) (16) 
This system is formally similar to that obtained with the primary model, 
thus, the use of the secondary model entails no additional difficulties. 
The advantage of this formalism is that ED(E) and U(E) are smoother than 
E (E) and φ (E), especially at epithermel energies where E (E) can present 
strong resonances, particularly in plutonium loaded systems. 
The system of equation (15) can be transformed into 
(17') dq dE 
* E s 
= < " 
d ƒ 1 Γ OCT d U 
dE 1 G(E) a i l d£ + (E - KT) U I | = E* U (17") 
where the second equation can be solved independently. 
For instance the finite difference scheme of Spectrox [U] can be used ; 
this scheme is very fast and can be easily extended to heterogeneous systems 
(when the number of regions is smell), but its accuracy is poor. 
Instead of equation (17") one could also obtain a second order differential 
equation in q : 
9-
M-£r+]-* 
Equations (17") and (I9) can be transformed into first order Riccati 
equations. For example by introducing the new variable : 
w = * E s 
i 1 d / U \ 
* J * U άΣ \ Μ ) 
G [«ΤΓ -§-+ ( E · ^ ] (19> 
equation (17") becomes : 
dï h -í^-^V-^v2 <*<» (^  KT " E J W dE i E V   7 EKT 
» s \ / 
The advantage of this formulation would be to allow to evaluate first w 
by a first order differential equation, and then the flux by integration 
of (19) giving immediately : 
u 
H E a 
1 + —ZT~ 
* £ s 
E 
H £ a 1 + &-
* E s 
- exp \ E KT 
E 
ƒ TST- 1" 1*}« 2» 
instead of having to solve a second order differentiel equation or two cou-
pled first order differential equations, w is a measure of the departure 
of the flux from the equilibrium Maxwellian spectrum and it is thus a 
slowly varying function at low energies, except for the factor 1/G. This 
factor could anyhow be taken out of the definition of the variable by 
writing : 
10.-
v » BKT­^· ♦ (E ­KT) (19') 
Equation (20) then becomes : 
dE υ | E „ ^ G KT Β Jy HCT 4 -
with the disadvantage of having to differentiate 0, generally given in a 
tabulated form. It is interesting to note that although the flux is far 
from being Maxwellian in the epithermal range, w and ν still have a ra­
ther smooth variation. Indeed for a 1/B flux, one has : 
ν = E ­ 2KT 
Equation (16) can be transformed in a similar way ; by posing : 
_» q dE 
one gets 
R,­­n7i^<("kr"~E­)B" i s*''£ <23) 
The flux is now expressed by : 
•­TT­sry* 
11.. 
As a matter of fact, the Riccati equations can only be used with homoge­
neous systems or more generally with systems having only one thermalizing 
region. The Sofócate code [5] and its updated version, Leopard, solve 
a particular form of the Riccati equation corresponding to the Wigner ­
Wilkins equation. 
Por some applications it is very interesting to transform equation (17") 
into a Shrödinger equation. This can be done by introducing a new va­
riable : 
ü Var «p ( ♦­ST ) (2U) Tõ 
φ obeys the Shrödinger equation 
φ" ♦ S φ = 0 (25) 
with 
* 2 
Q £a J _ _G^  3 f J±L\ +_2­Y_i_ 1 \ S " ' EKT ζ E 2 G " ~ 4 ~ \ G ) G \ E " 2KT j 
♦ ­ i L-Κ- (26) ΕΚΤ U(KT)¿ 
Corngold [6] had already shown all the use thst can be made of such an 
expression in the particular cases of the Wigner ­ Wilkins and Wikins 
models. Williams [7] extended his treatment to the secondary model and 
showed how one can evaluate time and space eigenvalues by the W.K.B. me­
thods without solving explicitly equation (25). 
12.­
Prom the computa t i onna 1 point of vue, the Shrödinger form of the flux 
equation could seem interesting since very fast methods are available 
for the solution of equations of this type, as well for boundary value 
problems aa for initial value problems. 
However, particular attention should be paid to the behaviour of φ and 0 
at very low energiaa ; in the general case φ behaves as Er' and G as 
„2 
E in the vicinity of zero energy. Two other facts decrease the attrac­
tiveness of equation (25) for numerical computation: 
­ at epithermal energies φ grove quasi exponentially as exp (E/2KT), 
­ all oscillations in G (and there are some oscillations for usual mode­
rators) are automatically reflected in the dependent variable φ , 
whereas the dependent variables of other forms of the flux equation are 
relatively insensitive to the behaviour of G(B), at least for moderate 
absorption. 
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TREATMENT OF HETEROGENEITY. 
3.1. POSITION OF THE PROBLEM. 
We shall restrict ourselves in -he following to a two dimensional lattice 
but the synthetic model of thermalization can certainly be used in rela­
tion which any form of heterogeneity. The system will be considered as 
infinite in the third dimension and the elementary cell will consist in 
N successive regions N., as shown in figure 1. All boundaries between 
regiore are circular except for the outer boundary of the outermost regions, 
which is square or hexagonal. The collision probability Ρ . can be cons i-
ΐ,κ 
dered as the probability that a neutron born in V., or any of its images 
V7 in the lattice, will undergo its next collision in V, : 
p i k = p i k + 3 u m p? k ( 2 7 ) 
where P. . is the probability of collision in V, for a neutron born in the 1, X X 
region V. of the same cell, ».hile PT . to the same probability but for 
neutrons born in any image VT of V > · 
i ' 
In a system such as that of f i ^ r e 1, the probabi l i t i es Ρ k for i and k 
smaller than N, N being the index of the outermost region, are r e l a t ive ly 
easy to evaluate, the system being one dimensional. The other probabi l i ­
t i e s are more troublesome; since they should be evaluated in two dimensio­
nal geometry. Two dif ferent cases are tc be considered according to the cha­
r a c t e r i s t i c s of the outermost region. 
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1. The outermost region is large and weakly absorbing, as for most gra­
phite and heavy water moderated systems where this region is the mode­
rating region. In this case diffusion theory is applicable in region 
V_ and the outer boundary of the cell can be circularized without loas 
of accuracy. This is the basis of the method of Amouyal and Benoist 
(generally referred to as the ABB method) and of the Spec trox method. 
2. If region V_ is not such that diffusion theory is applicable, its outer 
Ji 
boundary can still be circularized, provided that a proper boundary 
condition can be found. It seems that the condition of isotropic boun­
dary flux used in various codes [8] , [9] and [10] , is adequate. 
Sauer [11] pointed out that such an approximation can be avoided by the 
use of the Dancoff correct on C and he presented a scheme for the eva­
luation of C in the actual geometry of the lattice. As the final for­
malism for the determination of the fluxes (but not of the probabili­
ties) is the same as in the approximation of isotropic boundary flux, 
we shall only consider the use of the synthetic model of thermaliza­
tion with the latter method. 
3.2. TREATMENT OP HETEROGENEITY WITH A LARGE. WEAKLY ABSORBING. OUTER RE0I0H. 
3.2.1. General formulation. 
Let L ■ N­1 be the number of regions, where the flux can be consi­
dered as uniform, besides the external outer region. As this lat­
ter region is generally the moderating region, it will be identi­
fied by the index M. The fundamental equation (6) can not be writ­
ten : 
Li VJ #J " ^  P L «1 Vi + SL JL Pb,j J » M <28> 
1 5 -
where J" is the inward current per unit area at the moderator inner 
surface ST and P, . the probability for a neutron crossing the mo-
derator inner surface, according to a given angular distribution, to 
collide for the first time in V.. 
Besides the L fundamental equation (28), the conservation equation in 
the moderator : 
( ^ - * s , M * M ) V M = 2:a,MVM*M + SI^L ( E ) ^ 
and the global conservation equation in the inner regions : 
Ν Ν , ν 
k
3 ^ Za,k Vk *k - k 3 ^ \ \ ' S3,k *k j Vk = 3L JL (30) 
a further relation between j. , L· and φ„ is needed for the evalua­
tion of the L + 3 unknowns φ. (i = 1, 2, ..., L^ φι, , J. and j". 
This relation will be provided by the diffus on theory applied to 
the flux in the moderator. Horowitz and Tretiakoff [ 3 ] have stu­
died the flux in the moderator in terms of buckling eigenfunctions 
and they have shown that, with a very good approximation : 
VI)..V)[I4»(Y)] ου 
where r. and ru are the inner and outer radii of the external mode-
rator region respectively, Λ the extrapolation distance at tae inner 
surface and : 
16.­
h(y) = -f— [ -J— m y . ­J­ . ' ] 
ν ­ 1 L y ­ 1 4y J 
(32) 
The underlying assumptions are, besides the treatment of moderator 
by diffusion (approximation, ohe boundary conditions : 
Κ­­­«) 
(33) 
£Κ'-"·)--χ-·<'·> L' 
A relation between j T and j. is provided either by the diffusion 
theory or by the blackness concept ; both lead to : 
iL = + ( A E t r , M + r ) J L (34) 
with Γ = 2/3 in diffusion theory (35) 
( rL Etr,M ) = Γ , TT. M ) in Kashneriuk's method for a grey body 
¡ι = —τ— ­ χ. in Amouyal ­ Benoiòt's method [1?]; V­ is the 
extrapolation length of a black body in an infinite medium. 
Witn the help of Fick's law Λ can be eliminated from (3^) the desi­
red supplementary equation is eventually found to be : 
j£(« ­ ­J­ y ö ♦ [ ­f r (E) ­ ­¿jj­ η ( ­à­ ) ] j, 
­ τ V E ' ♦ x' JL i36) 
1 7 ­
Equations (28) , (29) and (30) still contain the variable % which 
by averaging of (5)> can be expressed as : 
dq.(E) 
x,(E) = r ,(Ξ) * (3) + ì 's, i i d£ 
The slowing­down densi t ies are re la ted to the fluxes by the therma­
l i za t ion equations in each region : 
/ φ.(Ε) χ , / dq.(S) N 
-ir ( ­ajrar ) ­ hie) V­1 - -ir ( "^ ­ f e ­ ) <«J 
i = I,Ν 
Μ (E) being the Maxwellian flux at the mean temperature of zone i. 
Hence the system of equations describing the spatio­energetic distri­
bution of the flux in the unit cell of the lattice is made up of the 
2L + h equations (28) , (29) , (30) , (36) and (37) in the 2L + 4 
unknown quantities φ , q.± (i=1,L) , ΦΜ , ^  , j^ and j^ . j" is 
easily eliminated with the help of relation (36). 
3.2.2. The three regions cell. 
The fundamental system of equations is relatively easy to solve on 
a computer. However, for a large class of reactors, the unit «cell 
consists in a central fuel region, surrounded by a can and possibly 
a gap, and an external moderator. 
For such systems where the can is absent or may be neglected, 
Amouyal and Benoist, and later Leslie, have developped very fast 
methods. We shall see in the next section hov these methods can be 
extended ­o a usual fuel element. 
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Let r. , r 2 and rq be the outer radii of the fuel, gap and modera­
tor regions respectively. Following Newmarch's analysis [13]» 
but using the blackness concept the current of neutrons entering 
the rod per unit length is found to be 
J ï ' 2 » r 1 h = Ì h r 1 «M + X J 1 (*>'> 
where J.. = J^ i s the net current for unit length and 
»-+»(-£)--¿r(-§-) (38) 
With Newmarch's assumption of l inear anisotropy the expression for 
n(r.j/r2) i s : 
■(-£)-*{■»-ΐ*ΐ['■(■§■) f} ™ 
while Amouyal and Benoist find, with the assumption of ieotropy : 
n V r 2 / Γ 2 (39') 2 
If the optical thickness of the fuel region is small (Ε­i r­i < 1)» 
the s e l f co l l i s i on probability P.. . can be evaluated with the assump­
tion of spatially uniform flux and i t has been tabulated by Case and 
a l . [14] as PC(EJ *­J ) · On the other hand the probability of c o l l i ­
in the fuel for a neutron hit t ing i t s surface with aa isotropic 
angular distribution i s readily given by the reciprocity relation : 
19· 
(40) 
(41) 
pb,i = 2 r . ^ , ( Ί - ρ°,ι (ri Σ . } ) 
The fundamentei system of equations can then be rewritten : 
=1 vi *1 " pi,i «1 V1 + pi,i J~Ì (a) 
vi h φι = Σ3,ι ·ι V1 ­ Ji (c) 
Jî = "I­ r1 *M + X J1 (d) 
The gap need not, of course, be explicitly considered but it is taken 
into account for the evaluation of J 7 . P¿ ­, should not be mis­
taken for F to which it io related bν : 
υ, ι 
r2 ρ« = — — Ρ 
*b,1 r1 b,1 
When the optical thickness of t:ie fuel region is not small (E^ r.. > 1) 
the division of this region into numerous homogeneous subregions can 
be avoided by considering trie successive collision probabilities P, 
in region 1for a neutron entering the rod with an isotropic angular 
distribution. Let us consider for a while the case of a non therma­
lizing fuel region. Equation (^ 1a) can then be written : 
*a,1 V1 ·ΐ » h J\ <tó> 
The quant Ity 
a ΣΕ,1 V1 »1 J1 
J" J' 
2 0 ­
is celled the blackness of the rod. For a non thermalizing rod 
and E, r1 < 1, it is given by : 
, , " ­ c i ' p ; . i ( » ) 
h' ï - « , » ? . , 
w i t h 
c . i l °i ε, 
The success of t h e method of Amouyal and Benois t r e s t s on the f ac i ­
l i t y w i th which β, can s t i l l be eva lua ted for E^ ^ > 1 , i t i s 
then given by 
Pi = P o ° ­ C 1 } + P o P1 C 1 ° " C 1 ) + P o C 1 P1 P 2 ° " C 1 } + · ' · 
Pod ­ c,) [ ï * P , c1 + Ρ Ί ?2ή+ ... ] (45) 
v* t h Po = Pb,1 
In the-flat flux approximation all P. (i χ 1) are considered equal 
to P? and one finds (44). Amouyal and Benoist have considered 
1 » ' 
the probability 
ßl 
2 Γ1 *m,1 
2 1 -
end have found tha t , provided that C, and £, r , sre not too large 
­ f „ 1 τ , ^ *A(1 ­ C ^ d ♦« , C, + e 2 C 2 ) (*> 
where A , a, end ^ are functions of Σ, r , only. In pa r t i cu l a r 
A = _ ! L l _ _ . . , ^ 
1 - P°  1,1 
Leslie has t r i ed to extend the method of Amouyal and Benoist to sys­
terns where the fuel region is thermali . ing; in this formalism, equa­
t ion (41a) i s now to be replaced by 
( ­ s ­ ­ R 2 ) ^ 
(48) 
v1 *1 = J1 
with 
* ­ ( h ' Ea,l) Γ, 
3 ' P o C 1 + P1 + P1 P 2 + · · ' ) 
R » ­ T ( P I + 2 P I P 2 + · · · ) 
(49) 
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Equation (48) has been deduced under the assumption that the operator 
ζ is weak (i.e. that Z(E, V φ,) « E^ V\ Φ] ) and that either all 
Pi (i δ 1) are equal or ζ can be permuted with Ρ . Its validity has 
been checked [15] in the particular case of a non thermalizing fuel 
region. Then ζ reduces to the scalar (C. ­ 1) and identification 
with (42) shows that we should have 
p­j (ï ­ C. ) 3 
or taking into eccount that the reciprocity theory entails 
3 ­ 2 rl ^ 
P. + P. P­(1 ♦ CJ + P. P„ P , 0 + c1 ♦ c 2 ) + . . . 
3 3_2 ι 1_2_J 2 3 (50) 
P O ( I + c1 P1 + c1 P1 ?2 + . . . ) ( i + P1 + P1 P 2 + . . . ) 
Expressions (49) and (50) are equivalent only for C. very near unity 
and it has been verified that the method of Amouyal and Benoist gives 
better results, for a non thermalizing fuel region, that the Spectrox 
method. 
In fact equation (41a) can be more generally written as 
hv, · . ­ · ? , ! < « i > » i v i * p ; , i j ; '5D 
where P. .( χ.) is the self­shielding probability for a neutron emit­
ted with the true spatial distribution of χ,(r). 
2 3 -
When the fuel is not thermalizing, it suffices to calculate 
Pi Λ (φ-ι) , the self-collision probability for a neutron emitted with 
the spatial distribution found by diffusion theory. The ΛΒΗ method 
provides, implicitly, another way of evaluating Ρ ij' Indeed expres­
sion (46) is equivalent to evaluating P.. . in equation (44) by 
Ρϊ,1 " Ό - («1 * « 2 C 1 ) 'e(1 C,) · r 1 *ia,1 (1 - PC) (52) 
If the thermalization process doesn't alter too much the spatial dis­
tribution of emitted neutrons , expression (52) can still be used 
and provides a mean of generalizing the AbH method to cases where the 
fuel region is moderately thermalizing. 
The only difference between the ABH and Spectrox formalisms is the 
particular form of equation (a) of the system (41). In both methods 
J. and J, can be eliminated and the fundamental system to be solved 
is themade up '. " 'our equations in φ. , Äj. , q. and qM , the two 
equations resul....g from system (41) and the two equations of ther­
malization (37)· 
Por a non thermalizing .fuel region the method of Amouyal and Benoist 
gives rapidly the flux structure at each energy : 
5L 
♦ï 
1 + r. Γ , + ■ 1 V ' E, M 1 ♦ αΊ C1 + a2 -, C2 )] 
+ ï 2 ΛΛ_ h . 4_ J! E„ , Γ DM 2 r2 ^a,1 (53) 
24.­
One has then 
VM hi «k ■ VM ­ 3 Γ = ^,1 V1 *1 + Za,M VM *M 
­ Z,H hi VM (56) 
With the help of the effective absorption cross section E' u> "the 
a, m 
system can be treated as a homogeneous one for the purpose of the 
treatment of thermalization and all the methods considered in sec­
tion 2 are applicable. 
In the Spectrox method the system of equations to be solved is : 
dqM π Γ1 1 
"dE ­ = £a,M *M + 2 V R ­ Χ (φΜ " *1} 
M 
δΜ,Μ*Μ + βΜ,ϊ φ1 (a) 
"dE~ = Ea, 1 *1 " ~ 2 T ¡ ~ R ­ Χ (*M ~ *1 } 
g1,1 φ1 4 61,M*M 
dE 
d 
dE 
( X ~ ) = Ji qi ' ~dV(ki ~á¿~) ι *i ­
M S í 
d£ V, 1 
dE ( S i 
d*1 
dE 
dSi 
dE 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(55) 
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L e s l i e [ 4 ] proposed a very f a s t f i n i t e d i f f e rence scheme for t h e 
s o l u t i o n of (55) wi th the primary model of t h e r m a l i z a t i o n , i . e . , 
k., = k,, s 0 . With the secondare model one could s t i l l use a s i -
mi l a r scheme. I n s e r t i n g express ion (a) and (b) fo r q! i n t o equa­
t ions (c) and ( d ) , and de f in ing the new v a r i a b l e s : 
U, - B, . φ.. + B, u φ^ i - i and M (56) J i " % 1 1 B i , M * M 
wi th 
Bi,J - 6i,J * Ηι ΊΤΞ± S i 
one has then to so lve the system : 
d<1i ~- = G, , U, + G. „ U. dE 1,1 1 i,M M 
ίτ ( "M" ) " Ji h 
i = 1 and M (57) 
which is formally similar to that solved by Leslie and which is 
amenable to the same technique of solution. 
3.2.3· Extension to cladded fuel elements - The four regions cell [15]· 
The formalism développée in the previous section is only applicable 
when the optical thickness of the cladding la very small. Most po-
wer reactor fuel elements ere canned with stainless steel or zir-
celloy and the probability of absorption or diffusion in the clad-
ding cannot be ignored. The method of Amouyal and Benoist can 
easily be extended to such cases. 
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Let ua consider a cell consisting of four successive regions, fuel, 
can, gap filled with a non­abeorbing gas and moderator, indexed 1, 
2, 3 and 4 respectively. The possible additional gap between the 
fuel and the can will be Ignored and homogenised with the fuel or 
the can. 
Generally the can does not possess thermalizing properties and the 
system of equations describing the flux in the cell (equations (28), 
(29) , (30) , (36) and (37)) can now be written : 
=1 V1 ·1 « PÎ,1 V1 (rs,1 »I + <Ψ + »2,1 V2 *s,2 Η + Pb,1 *\ (β) 
h V2 *2 ' Λ ,2 V1 (*s,1 *1 + "Ψ + P2,2 V2 *s,2 *2 ' Pb,2 J3 (b) 
VM *M * *a,M VM *M + J3 (c) 
V1*i = Ea,1 V. ·1 + E a , 2 V a * 2 ­ J 3 (58) (d) 
JÕ ­ ­5­ r0 «L, + X' J0 (e) r3 " 2 r3 *M 
(­R7) =Jl h ' íki*i>· 
ι 
(­ÏÇ­) ­ J M ^ M ­ ^ ^ · 
( f ) 
(g) 
2 7 ­
We have seen that the ABH method can be considered as consisting of 
the system of equation (41) with the particular choice of expressie 
(52) for P, .. The generalization of this method to a four region 
cell will thus be to choose the same expression for the probability 
Ρ­ Λ appearing in the first equation (58). We shall consider below 
how to evaluate the other probabilities. 
Bonalumi has developped a very fast and accurate calculation proce­
dure for the probabilities Ρ , in annular systems. Jonsson has 
further improved this procedure and his method is briefly reviewed 
in section 3·3· for the general case. For a two regions system whe 
the flat flux approximation can be applied in each region, its 
reduces to the lollowing scheme : 
p î , a ' ( ' ­ pi,.» Gi,2 <»> 
*h - ^ rrr *°,z <=> <»> 
V'­^i1·^·^) 1­'·8 M 
where r and G. 2 are quantities which will be defined in the next 
section. 
28. 
We have seen that, for a three regions cell, the ABH method can be 
considered as resulting from the particular choice of expression 
(52) for the probability P­ appearing in (41a). The generalization 
of the / BH method to a four regions cell will thus be to choose 
the same expression (52) for P, . in equation (58a). As the proba­
bility P. r depends on the distribution of emitted neutron in re­
gion 1, expression (52) should also be used for the evaluation of the 
probability P, , appearing in (59b). The probability Cephas been 
deduced (see § 3·3·) under the assumption of uniform emission in re­
gion 1 but this is not thought to produce an appreciable error as it 
influences only the angular distribution of neutron entering region 
2. All other probabilities (P2 1 ' P2 2 ' Pb 1 ' Pb 2' have *** be 
evaluated by equi­ ion (59) where P. ­j and P7 ~ have evaluated under 
the flat flux approximations (equations (59a) and (59b))· 
All the coefficients of system (58) are now available. If the fuel 
does not thermalize, which is very often the case, the flux fine 
structure can easily be evaluated at each energy using equations 
(a) , (b) , (d) and (e) of the system (58). An effective absorption 
cross section can then be defined by 
Vl *1 V2 #2 
*a(E) ' h , n + "V "V ^ + " V ~ñT Σ*>; (60) 
and the energy variation of the flux in the moderator region can be 
evaluated by the techniques developed for homogeneous systems and to 
be applied now to the set of equations 
dqM 
"dB - * ί ν Μ * <61) 
29-
( I ^ J - J M ^ - ^ L ^ M ~dÈ— J ΊΓ~ J - JM <Ui - -%*- I *», - T 5 — (61 ) 
If the slowing-down density in the fuel is significant, the procedi! 
is more complex. The quantities Φ„ , J_ 
the set of remaining equations written : 
- and J" can be eliminated a 
• i , i *i * a i ,2 *¿ ­ Di,i »i + bi ,2 «a 
(τ£­) ·1ι«ι· <*ι»Ρ' 
i ­ 1 and M (62) 
The system formed by the first two equations can be transformed int 
lì " gi,1 *1 + Si,M«M i ­ 1 and Μ 
The rest of the calculation proceeds then as for the system (55) 
in section 3·3·2· 
3·3· TREATMgrr OP ΒΕΤΕΒΟΟΒΗΕΓΤΥ WITH ISOTROPIC BOÜKDABY FLUX. 
3.3.I. Evaluation of the collision probabilities. 
The methods outlined in the preceding sections are based on the use 
of diffusion theory in the outermost region of the cell. In some 
cases this region is so thin that this application is not warranted 
although, the ABB method seems to give acceptable results even in 
tightly packed water moderated lattices [10] . 
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Aa Indicated previously the system of equations (6) provide· an 
alternative way of evaluating the spatial distribution of the flux, 
which doesn't rest of the exlatence of a (relatively) large and 
weakly absorbing outermost region, provided that one can easily 
and accurately determine the probabilities Ρ . . 
It seems Justifiable to determine the collision probabilities PT . 
for the unit cell with a circularized outer boundary and in one 
dimensional geometry. Then, the method of Bonaluml [16] , improved 
by Jonsson [17] , provides an accurate and fast means of determi­
ning these probabilitie·. The first step is of course the determi­
nation of P. -|(£. r. ) and this is done with the help of fitting for­
mulae to the tabulation of Ρ by Case [14] . 
The probabilities P. . are obtained through recurrence formulae 
1,J ( £K-H (63) 
where G . is the probability that a neutron entering zone j by ita i» J 
inner boundary with an angular distribution corresponding to uniform 
birth inside r ·$ r . will collide in zone J. The probabilitiea 
Ρ . are then obtained through the reciprocity relation (4). G. . J»· *·J 
is obtained by the computational scheme 
•i.J " ' * * * '''i.J1 
^ - ^ < <v-f-K-^-)-«,<-£-)} ; 
(6») 
3 1 -
T(u) c ( — arcs in u + U 1 ­ u j 
L i i ¿('k­vO^­^C^­vO^ 
(64) 
γ i s a slowly varying function given by Jonsson. 
The se l f ­ co l l i s ion probabi l i ty Ρ .. i s given by 
P? · ­ p ( r ­ E, ] ­ ( Sum P° . ] G, . i , i c ^ i , e Ή y V. ke1 1Λ / i"1; (65) 
where the effective radius r . cen be evaluated according to 
I ,e Schaefer's prescr ip t ion (see [17]) : 
.,e = p ( * i ) r i , w + 0 - p ( V ) r i , l 
i , h r i ( 1 - < ) 
. 2 2 
1 + a i " a i 
i,w i 
BUj) + Β ( β ι ) 
1 - a, 
p ( E i } = 1 + 3 r r 
(66) 
where E and Β are complete elliptic function* , in fact the factor 
of r in r is given by a fitting formulae. For thick annuii th 
1 1 y w effective radius reduces to the black radius r i,b' 
32­
The probability P. , (j > i) is made up of two contributions : the 
li J 
first one comes from neutrons entering regions interior to zone 1 
before colliding in zone j, and the second one comes from neutron« 
# leaving zone i outwards. Letting P. ... be the probability that a 
1,1­ ι 
neutron born in zone i crosses its inner boundary, the first contri­
bution is : 
(p^-i - ε Κ θ ( ' - °Í-M) ··· C1 - Gi-ifj-i Ho. 
(67) 
with 
« ri­1 
Pi,i­1 " 2 ? ^ °i­1,i (68) 
The second contribution to P. .is given by : 
ι* J 
(1­»i.i­i­,í.i)­0i.J 
*Τ??"[ ­ ( ' ■ °i,J­i H>J ­ ­ ( ' ­ «1­1.J­1 ) «i­I.J 
■i 
(69) 
with 
*i'4\(l ­νι,ι) + (' ­4)(ρ:.ι­ι ­ ? 0 ( ' ­·ι­ι.ι) 
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Q, = 1 - Pc ( E, V l ) (70) 
2 o 
P i = - — 2 - ^ i G i - . , i 
1 - a. 
χ 
p' . is the self-collision probability in zone i without crossing 
i> ι inner regions and is given by : 
P i , i = P c ( E i r i , e ) " P i , i - 1 Gi-1, (71) 
The evaluation of the collision probabilities Ρ . is terminated by 
o 'J 
that of P. . for i > 1 through the reciprocity relation (4). One 
then proceeds to the evaluation of the effective collision probabi­
lities Ρ ,. In the approximation of isotropic boundary flux, the 
1, J 
condition imposed et the outer boundexy of the cell is that all nei 
trons emitted in the cell and reaching its boundary without collisi 
are compensated by an equal number of neutrons crossing the boundai 
inwards and with an isotropic angular distribution. P. is the pro­
bability that a neutron emitted in region k will reach the boundary 
without collision. 
P° = Sum P° . 
* i«1 *>* 
Ρ . is the probability that a neutron crossing the outer boundary 
D, 1 
inwards will make a collision in zone i of the cell. One has then 
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1 χΡ 
Ρ« , ­ Ρ? , ♦ , " J Κ . (72) 
i ,J i ,J ■ b,J avm p h k k­1 b ' k 
Older the assumption of isotropic angular distribution, P^ . ia gi­
ven by 
ví-A¡r«J(,-,S) (73) 
which ia a particular from of the reciprocity relation [14] . 
If one does not want to circularized the outer boundary of the cell 
the Dancoff factor can be used in place of the probabilities Pi B· 
The Dancoff correction C la in fact the non collision probability in 
the region between fuel elemente for neutron born uniformay inaide one 
fuel element (regions 1 to 1­1). Io thing would be changed in the 
following section once the effective collision probabilitiea are de­
termined. 
3.3.2. Determination of the fluxes. 
The fluxes are determined by the equations (6) of neutrons transport 
and the I equations (37) of neutron thermalization, i.e. : 
h *J #J 
d 
dB (­^­)­^^­­5Γ(^­^­) ' 
1 ­ 1,1 (7*) 
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The set of transport equations can be written in a matrix form : 
[ A ] [ · ] - [ B ] [ q'] 
where A and Β are square matrices. Thix system can be solved for 
q' yielding : 
[ * ' ] - [ C ] . [ Φ ] 
with 
[ C ] - [ Β f1 . [ A ] 
The slowing-down densities can now be eliminated from the thermal! 
zation equations, through the introduction of new functions : 
Ν 
U, = Sum D. . φ. (76) 
i J = i i,J J 
with 
i Di,J ' V i + (izs)1 gi,j 
One then gets : 
dE 
or 
(ΐΗ«. 
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aa. <^,ι>^{^[«^­­(8­">ι]} 
­ S e C i , j u j i ­ 1 ' 1 ( 7 7 ) J­1 
with [C ] « [ C ] . [ D ] ■ 1 
The system of equation (77) i· amenable to the aame technique of 
solution as the aet of equations solved by the Spectrox method. 
When I is larger than 2, some generalization of the Spectrox sche­
me would be required. These techniques are only interesting when 
the number of regions is small, which is normally the case with col­
lision probability methods. 
On the other hand particular attention should be paid to regione 
where the slowing­down densities are small or where one wishes to 
Ignore them (metálalo fuel, cladding, ate). In many eases an ite­
rative procedure mould be preferred. 
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4.- ASSESSEMEBT OP THE FORMALISM. 
4.1. SCOPE OP THE ASSESSEMgHT. 
The ultimate justification of the formalism described above will be achie­
ved by the comparison of the predicted neutron fluxes with either very fine 
experimental results on the prediction of the most elaborate procedures, 
such as two-dimensional D3B calculations. In the meantime we can assess 
separately some steps in the computational scheme, in order to have a rea­
sonable a priori confidence in this scheme. 
4.2. GEHBRAL COMPARISOH WITH OTHER CODES-
The results of the THERMOS code [10] are at present widely used as a conve­
nient reference for other methods. For this reason it is instructive to 
list the differences between this code and the computational schemes propo­
sed here. The main differences are : 
- the use of the synthetic model of thermalization instead of differential 
transfer cross sections, 
- the use of the method of Bonalumi - Jonsson for the evaluation of colli­
sion probabilities, 
- β different treatment of the outermost region of the cell, that is assymx 
totic diffusion theory when this region is large and weakly absorbing and 
in other cases, effective collision probabilities based on either its 
Dancoff correction on the approximation of isotropic boundary flux. 
All these points have already been discussed quite thoroughly. In particule 
it has been found that the ABB method gives good results even for tightly 
packed water moderated lattices [10] , that the method of Bonalumi - Jonsso 
allows the evaluation of collision probabilities with sufficient accuracy 
[15] * [17] and that the secondary model of thermalization is a good substl 
tude for multlgroup methods for usual moderators [3] ,[19]· 
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In the following sections we shallonly investigate further the suitability 
of the thermalization model. It has been shown that by a proper adjustment 
of the functions j(E) and k(E) (or G and H), the results of this model can 
be made to agree closely with those of multigroup methods with a large num-
ber of groups [19] · More specifically, for homogeneous system moderated 
with light or heavy water, the agreement on the fluxes is within a few per-
cents, and that on the effective cross-section within a fraction of one per-
cent up to the following absorption rates : 
2^(2200) 
E (2200) 
g 
» 2 for 1/v absorption, 
0.4 for Pu-239 absorption 
A similar comparison for graphite moderated systems had been reported pre-
viously [3] · 
|. IUHERICAL COMPARISOB WITH MULTIGROUP METHODS. 
4.3.I. Light water moderated systems. 
We have done some other comparisons for homogeneous and heterogeneous 
systems moderated with either light weter or graphite. Por light 
water moderated système, the results of the PABTHER (or BN 172) pro-
gramme [20] have been checked against those of LASER for the Pu 
bearing lattices studied at Hanford and Westinghouse ; the follo-
wing tables are extracted from this evaluation study [21]. 
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Banford l a t t i c e s . 
P i tch (cm) 
0.55 
0 .60 
0.71 
O.80 
O.90 
O.93 
Vestinghouse l a t t i c e s . 
Pi tch (cm) 
O.52 
O.56 
0-735 
O.79O 
1.04 
Keff(PABTBER) 
0.9924 
O.9956 
1.0010 
0.9997 
0.997* 
1.0007 
K „„(PASTEER) 
CI I 
Ο.9927 
1.0089 
1.0009 
1.0034 
1.005 
K e f f (LASER) 
Ο.9932 
Ο.9954 
O.999O 
O.9974 
Ο.9976 
O.996I 
K e f f (LASER) 
O.996I 
1.0114 
I.OO67 
1.0094 
1.0139 
For t h i s comparison the plutonium cross - sec t ions were normalized 
to the 2200 m/s data of Winfrith- The epithermal and f a s t events 
(E > I .855 eV) were treated with MUFT. 
4 . 3 . 2 . Graphite moderated systems. 
For graphite moderated systems, the r e s u l t s of another programme 
[ 2 2 ] have been checked with those of the WIMS A code developped a t 
Winfrith. This l a t t e r code t reat s the whole energy range from 0 t-
10 MeV and has 4fc groups in the thermal region up t o 4 eV, with a ν 
ry f ine group structure aerose the plutonium 239 and plutonium 24θ 
thermal resonances a t 0.29 and 1.057 eY respec t ive ly . 
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I t includes several modes of treatments of ce l l heterogeneity and In 
particular DSH and PERSEUS [18] . The latter has been selected for 
th is comparison as the heterogeneity treatment in our programme i s 
baaed on the same method. The differences in nuclear data being 
smell, the comparison below w i l l clearly indicate the effects of the 
treetment of thermalization, and only this e f fec t · . 
The systems investigated in greater detai ls and reported here are a l l 
at β temperature of 700 °K and without leakage. To simplify the inter­
pretation of the results , they contain only three isotopes, graphite, 
plutoni um 239 and plutonium 24θ. They are characterized by the ratio 
of the overall graphite atomic density to the overall plutonium 239 
atomic density and by the percentage of the isotope 240 in the pluto­
nium. The functions G(B) and H(E) for graphite were interpolated 
from the functions adjusted on Egelstaff's model and supplied by 
J.L. Soule. 
Two homogeneous systems have been considered, characterized respecti­
vely by : 
1) C/Pu­239 ­ 3000 16.66 $ of Pu­240 
2) C/Pu­239 « 5000 16.00 $ of Pu­240 
Although these systems are very undermodere ted, the secondary model 
gives excellent results , es can be seen from figures 2 and 3· Only 
the flux dip due to the plutonium 24θ resonance i s somewhat underes­
timated. The success of the method 1 · best demonstrated by comparing 
the effect ive thermal cross­sections averaged from 0 to 1.5 eV. 
Defining : 
Δ σβ ­ ( σβ(3Μ) ­ ãa(WIMSn / o^ WIMS) 
4 1 . -
one has for the ha rder spectrum ( C/Pu­239 = 3000) 
* * a , P u ­ 2 3 9 = + ° ' 1 * 
Δ σ β , Pu­240 = + 1 . 5 A-
One heterogeneous system lias a l so been cons ide red . The s p e c i f i c a ­
t i o n of the two­regions c e l l of the i n f i n i t e l a t t i c e have been 
chosen so as to give s imul taneous ly a s i g n i f i c a n t s p a t i a l s h i e l ­
ding oí' the Pa resonances anc a l a r g e amount of t n e r m a l i z a t i o n i n 
the c e n t r a ­ f u e l i e u r eg ion . These s p e c i f . c a t i o n s a r e : 
Region 1 Region 2 
Exte rna l r ad ius (cm) 3 · 9 6.4 
Volume f r a c t i o n 0­37 '34 0.62866 
■ c (10 2 a t / cm 3 ) O.O85 O.088 
Npu_ (10 ¿ at/cirf*) O.O78 i 0 ° 0 .0 
Ν 2k0 {\<f a t / cm 3 ) 0.0)48ö 10~3 0 .0 
One has alito : 
C/Pu­239 = 3000 16 $ of Pu­240 
Here abouL on* t h i r a of the t h e r m a l i z a t i o n occurs in the f u e l l e d 
r eg ion , i n o p p o s i t i o n with moat systems s tud ied so f a r w i th t h e 
s y n t h e t i c moael where the fue l region was only weakly t h e r m a l i z i n g 
The i n t e r e s t of t h i s case i s t he re fo re to provide a s t r i n g e n t t e s t 
of the adequacy of the s y n t h e t i c model of t h e r m a l i z a t i o n fo r t h e 
e v a l u a t i o n of the f lux v a r i a t i o n ac ros s the c e l l . As can be seen 
from f i g u r e 4 t h i s t e s t i s c o n c l u s i v e . Again, t h e f lux d i p due t o 
t h e Pu­239 resonance i s very a c c u r a t e l y p r e d i c t e d , whi le the d i p d 
t o the Pu­240 resonance i s somewhat underes t imated ; the averaged 
thermal c r o s s ­ s e c t i o n s a re a l s o i n good agreement. 
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Obviously the lay-out of the unit c e l l i s not rea l i s t i c and the 
flux variation aerosa the c e l l i s too large to be amenable to a 
simple f i r s t coUialon probability treatment with two zones ; a 
WIMS case where the eentrai region i s divided in seven zones and 
the outer region in three zones gives · Ι / Φ 2 ratios significantly 
larger than previously, especial ly at resonance peaks. This fact, 
however, doesn't a l ter the conclusione relative to the applicabi­
l i t y of Cadilhac'a model of thermalization. 
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5— COHCLUSIOHS. 
It has been demonstrated that there is no difficulty at all in linking the 
synthetic model of neutron thermalization proposed by M. Cadilhac with the 
treatment of cell heterogeneity by various collision probability methods. 
The resulting equations can easily be solved on a modern computer with a si-
gnificant gain of time compered with accurate multigroup methods. Comparison 
of these different approaches hes been performed for plutonium fuelled light 
water and graphite moderated systems. The examined graphite cases have the 
advantage to provide a more stringent check of the synthetic model (scatte-
ring law, resonance absorption, thermalization in the fuel). Besides confir-
ming that the Cadilhac's model is excellent for homogeneous systems, it was 
found that the flux distribution across the cell is very accurately predic-
ted in heterogeneous systems, even when there is a significant amount of 
thermalization in regions containing resonance absorbers. There is no doubt 
that the proposed computational schemes are very valuable tools for the sur-
vey of plutonium fuelled light water moderated lattices and fuel depletion 
studies in water reactors. 
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